CallisonRTKL includes the following affiliated practice entities:

**CallisonRTKL Alabama Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license CA-0630)  
Alabama

**CallisonRTKL Inc.**  
Alabama

**CallisonRTKL Atlanta (firm architecture license CA-0630)**  
Alabama

**CallisonRTKL Arkansas (firm architecture license C228)**  
Arkansas

**CallisonRTKL Arizona (firm architecture and landscape architecture licenses 20506-0 Dallas and firm landscape architecture license 20507-0 Los Angeles)**  
Arizona

**CallisonRTKL California (firm architecture license S7-0000366 and firm landscape architecture license SA-0000136)**  
California

**CallisonRTKL Colorado (firm architecture license S7-0000366 and firm landscape architecture license SA-0000136)**  
Colorado

**CallisonRTKL Connecticut Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license ARC.0000699)  
Connecticut

**CallisonRTKL District of Columbia P.C.** (Design Firm License PDF000005)  
District of Columbia

**CallisonRTKL Idaho Architects P.C.**  
Idaho

**CallisonRTKL Indiana (design firm architect license 184000354-0001)**  
Indiana

**CallisonRTKL Iowa (firm architecture license A-402)**  
Iowa

**CallisonRTKL Kansas (firm architecture license A-402)**  
Kansas

**CallisonRTKL Kentucky (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Kentucky

**CallisonRTKL Louisiana (firm architecture license AC0049)**  
Louisiana

**CallisonRTKL Maine (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Maine

**CallisonRTKL Maryland (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Maryland

**CallisonRTKL Massachusetts (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Massachusetts

**CallisonRTKL Michigan Corp.**  
Michigan

**CallisonRTKL Michigan (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Michigan

**CallisonRTKL Michigan (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Michigan

**CallisonRTKL Minnesota (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Minnesota

**CallisonRTKL Mississippi (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Mississippi

**CallisonRTKL Missouri (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Missouri

**CallisonRTKL Montana (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Montana

**CallisonRTKL Nebraska (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Nebraska

**CallisonRTKL Nevada (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
Nevada

**CallisonRTKL New Jersey (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
New Jersey

**CallisonRTKL New Jersey (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
New Jersey

**CallisonRTKL New York (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
New York

**CallisonRTKL New York (firm architecture license 5699 and firm landscape architecture license 455)**  
New York

**CallisonRTKL North Carolina Corp.** (firm architecture license 52076 and firm landscape architecture license C-578)  
North Carolina

**CallisonRTKL North Carolina (firm architecture license 52076 and firm landscape architecture license C-578)**  
North Carolina

**CallisonRTKL Ohio Corp.** (firm architecture license FIRM.00242752-ARC and firm landscape architecture license FIRM.20314256)  
Ohio

**CallisonRTKL Oregon Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license ARF-1258)  
Oregon

**CallisonRTKL Oregon Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license ARF-1258)  
Oregon

**CallisonRTKL Pennsylvania Corp.** (firm architecture license AX000536L)  
Pennsylvania

**CallisonRTKL Pennsylvania Corp.** (firm architecture license AX000536L)  
Pennsylvania

**CallisonRTKL Rhode Island Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license ARC.0014546-COA)  
Rhode Island

**CallisonRTKL Rhode Island Architects P.C.** (firm architecture license ARC.0014546-COA)  
Rhode Island

The entities listed above are subject to change based on jurisdictional regulations regarding entity composition and firm professional practice.